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This pack has been put together by your core Learning Consultants.
It contains lots of information that will support you in your learning
outside of the classroom.
Use it when you have either completed your Independent Learning, or if
you want to stretch yourself further.
Some strategies to help maximise how you use this pack:
• Copy out information to help you learn;
• Test yourself on information (Look-Cover-Test-Check);
• Read through the pack silently to deepen your understanding.
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Using your Quest for
Knowledge Booklet
There are lots of ways to use your Quest for Knowledge booklets to supplement
your learning in Core subjects.
If you complete your Independent Learning, you should learn your Quest for
Knowledge for each Core subject you study – the information has been designed
to support your learning.
Strategies to use your Quest for Knowledge effectively:
Strategy
Copying out – writing out information from
the Q4K yourself.
Mind Mapping – writing a topic or key idea,
and surrounding it with linked ideas or
information.

Guidance
This strategy is useful for working through
information systematically; it has its limitations
though.
This strategy is a nice way to break down
information, and draw links between them.

This is an extremely effective strategy – as you
Self-quizzing – cover information that you
get more confident, you can ask more difficult
feel is learned, before testing yourself.
questions of yourself!
This is similar to self-quizzing; make sure that
Quizzing at home – parents/carers relatives
whoever quizzes you pays close attention to
take key information, and quiz you on it.
accuracy of your answers!
Blurting – write a topic or key idea, before
wiring everything you can think of. Then,
This is a great way to find the gaps in your
check to see what you know and have
knowledge; give it a try!
missed.
Flash-cards – on a small piece of paper or
card, write a question or term. On the back,
Flash cards are particularly useful for
write the answer or definition. Test yourself, remembering key terminology, vocab or dates.
or get tested by someone!

Habits of Discussion
Agreement Prompts:

Disagreement Prompts:

• “I agree with Jason because…”

• “I disagree with Chris because…”

• “I was just thinking of something similar to Maria’s • “I think it’s more complex than what you’re saying,
point about…”
Alice, because…”
• “Grace’s point makes sense because…”

• “I understand why you’d say that Naresh, but…”

• “I think that the strongest part of Taz’s response
was…”

• “There’s another piece of evidence that
contradicts Rosie’s point…”

• “Nelam’s point about ___ was important because • “I see things differently to Shara because…”
it…”
• “The evidence I’ve looked at suggests something
different to Ben’s response…”
Habits of Discussion:

Add to Prompts:

Paraphrasing:

• “I’d like to elaborate on Jade’s idea…”

• “Another way you may interpret that is…”

• “I’d like to build on Kate’s point…”

• “Put another way, Brian is saying…”

• “There’s another example of what Theo is talking • “So Nyasha is saying that…”
about…”
• “It is fair to say that Chris believes…”
• “You could also add that…”
• “The thing that I think is missing from Charlie’s
point is…”
• “I understand, and would like to add…”
• “Is it fair to say that…”
• “If we change Jess’ point just a little, we could
add…”
• “Alex’s point about _____ was good but I’d also
add…”

Habits of Writing

Capital Letters
Example

Type

London is the capital of England.

Full Stop
.

Rule
Start of a sentence.

Punctuation

Proper noun – specific names,
places, ideas of organisations

The capital of England is London.

Days of the week, and months

Monday; January

Acronyms or initials

Dr. Badyal; SLANT

Personal pronoun ‘I’

Should I bring in my P.E kit?

• End of a sentence.
• After an abbreviation – Mr. Lee; Dr. Badyal.
•
•
•
•

Commas
,

Frequent misconceptions:
•

When to use:

Apostrophe
‘

• Indicates possession – before the ‘s’ if singular; after if plural.
• Indicates a contraction to replace missing letters – I’m; you’ve;
let’s; don’t.

Semi-colon
;

• Replace a comma/FANBOYS combination.
• Before an adverb/connective when linking sentences – We
transition in silence; therefore, no time is wasted.
• Connect two sentences that have a link in their meaning, or add
on to each other.
• Separate items in a list.

Colon
:

• Introduces a list.
• Introduces a quotation.
• Indicates that the sentence that follows explains or proves the
first.
• Replaces ‘because’.
• Separates a main title from a subtitle – Q3 Academy Langley:
The Path to Success.

Dash
-

• Signals additional information in a sentence – can be used with
embedded clauses.

The most common mistake with capital letters is not placing them at the
start of a sentence.

•

Another common mistake is when people forget to capitalise their proper
nouns.

•

A less common mistake is when people place capital letters in the middle
of sentences when it is not needed.
Habits of Discussion:

Common nouns:
We know that we should capitalise proper nouns. However, common nouns do
not have to be capitalised. A common noun is a noun used to name common
things, such as animals, objects and ideas. Every sentence needs a common
noun to make sense, but unless they appear at the start of a sentence, they do
not need to be capitalised.

Rules

Example

There is a location. Here is also a location.
There must have a here.

Place your coats over there.

Their

A pronoun – Their has an ‘I’; ‘I’ is a pronoun.

Their appreciation was well
though out.

A contraction of ‘they are’. Try putting ‘they
are’ in your sentence to see if it makes sense!

Whether

Conjunction to indicate choice. There’s no
need to choose which ‘h’ to lose – ‘whether’
has two.

Weather

Have

Of
Which
Witch
Your

Atmospheric state. ‘weather’ = atmosphere.

Exclamation mark
!

You must decide whether you
want a jacket potato for lunch.
It looks like we could have cold
weather today.
I should have remembered my
purple pen!

A preposition, which expresses the relationship
between a part and a whole.

Who will be the Star of the
Lesson today?

Relative pronoun used when writing about a
thing or making a choice.

Which company do you belong
to?

A noun. The ‘t’ is the witch on their broom.

What does the witch say in the
opening scene of Macbeth?
Put your pens down please!

You’re

A contraction of ‘you are’. Try putting ‘you
are’ in your sentence to see if it makes sense!

I don’t know if you’re getting a
Q-Point or not.

To

A preposition expressing motion in direction of
a location. (One ‘o’)

Transition, in silence, to your
next lesson.

Too

Excessive or more - add another ‘o’. To mean
also, add another ‘o’.

You can fulfil that role on your
Family Lunch table too!

The number in word form – one more than
one!

Two plus three is five.

Two

• Indicates that the sentence expresses heightened emotion.

Word

Rule or Tip

Achieve

A-chi-eve.

Aggressive

They’re (they are) going to
transition to the Sports Hall.

Verb showing ownership. Have is used as a
contraction – could’ve, would’ve, should’ve.
Try putting the full word to check for sense.

Pronoun meaning belonging to you.

• Indicates a question – look for interrogative verbs (who; what;
where; when; why; how) and modal verbs followed by a pronoun.

Question Mark
?

Commonly Misspelled Words

There

They’re

• Can join compound or ‘spate’ word, or noun/adjective/verb
combinations, which make an adjective (spine-tingling).

Hyphen
-

Homophones
Homophone

Before FANBOYS (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so)
If WWABBIT starts a sentence – in the middle.
After –ly adverb at the start of a sentence.
To embed a subordinate clause – extra information after a
noun.

If you ‘grr’ and ‘hiss’
aggressively when you say
this word, you will hear that
you need two gs and two s’s.

Word

Rule or Tip

Happiness

In order to gain happiness,
you must replace the ‘y’ with
an i.

Immediately

Immediately mediate
between the prefix -im and
the suffix -ly.

Apparently

Apparently, a parent named
their children ap and ly.

Independent

Independent is so independent
it does not need an ‘a’.

Argument

Think of the m breaking up an
argument between the u and
e.

Necessary

It is necessary for your shirt to
have one Collar and two
Sleeves.

Beginning

In the beginning, there were
not one, not two, but three ns.

Occasion

O-cc-a-sion. Remember, two
cs, one s.

Believe

Be-li-eve. Remember i before
e.

Occurred

O-cc-u-rr-ed. Remember, two
cs and two rs.

Completely

Com-ple-te-ly. Suffix is -ly.
Possession

Conscious

Remember, ‘sci’ is in the
middle; it means knowledge!

Two s’s at the beginning, two
s’s at the end.

Definitely

Remember, ‘ite’ not ‘ate’.

Preferred

Pre-fer-red. Remember, one f,
two rs.

Disappear

Dis-ap-pear. One s, two ps.

Received

Disappoint

Dis-ap-point. One s, two ps.

Remember, i before e except
c when the sound is e.

Referred

Re-fer-red. Remember, one f,
two rs.

Religious

Rel-igi-o-us. Suffix is –gious.

Sense

Sense cannot ‘c’, only sense.
Suffix is –se.

Tomorrow

You need to choose: Tom-orrow? Remember, one m, two
rs.

Embarrass

Emb-a-rr-a-ss. Two rs, two s’s.

Environment

En-vi-ron-ment. Remember, n
before the m.

Familiar

Fami-liar. Suffix is –iar.

Friend

Fri-end. Fri the end of friend.
Remember, i before e.

Government

Govern-ment. Remember, n
before the m.

Unfortunately

Un-for-tun-ate-ly. Suffix is –
ely.

Happened

Hap-pen-ed. Suffix is -ened.

Until

Until has only un l.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Phonics
Sound

1.

Examples on how to say and use in a word

/ai/

/ai/ sounds like ‘ay’
wait, hail, pain, aim, sail, main, tail, rain, bait.

/ee/

/ee/
see, feel, weep, feet, meet, deep.

/igh/

/igh/ sounds like ‘I’
high, light, night, fight, sigh, tonight, might, tight.

/oa/

/oa/ sounds like ‘ow’
goat, foal, oak, toad, throat, coat.

/oo/

/oo/ sounds like ‘u’ or ‘oo’
/oo/ like ‘u’ - look, foot, book, good, took.
/oo/ like ‘oo’ - too, zoo, boot, hoof, food, moon.

/ar/

/ar/
car, bark, hard, far, farm, card.

/or/

/or/
for, fork, sort, born, worn, torn.

/ur/

/ur/
fur, burn, burp, curl, hurt, surf, turn, turnip.
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Sound

/ow/
/oi/

Examples on how to say and use in a word

/ow/
now, down, owl, cow, how, town.

/oi/ sounds like ‘oy’
oil, boil, coin, coil, join, soil, poison, foil.

/ear/

/ear/
ear, dear, fear, hear, gear, near, tear, year, rear,
beard.

/air/

/air/
air, hair, pair, fair, lair, chair.

/ure/

/ure/ sounds like ‘ur’
sure, pure, cure, secure, manure, mature.

/er/

/er/
her, hammer, letter, ladder, supper, dinner, better,
summer, farmer, shorter,
longer, powder.

/ay/

/ay/ sounds like ‘ai’
lay, stray, spray, crayon, clay, stay, way, day.

/ou/

/ou/ sounds like ‘ow’
cloud, found, about, sprout.
2.
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3.

Examples on how to say and use in a word

/ei/

/ei/ sounds like ‘I’
fried, cried, replied, spied, lied, denied.

/ea/

/ea/ sounds like ‘ee’
repeat, dream, cream, lean, meat, lead.

/oy/

/oy/
boy ,annoy, enjoy, employ, royal, toy, joy.

/ir/

/ir/
girl, thirteen, birth, skirt, twirl, dirt, thirsty.

/ue/

/ue/ sounds like ‘oo’
venue, statue, rescue, argue, clue, blue.

/aw/

/aw/ sounds like ‘or’
claw, yawn, shawl, drawer, saw, paw, draw, raw.

/wh/

/wh/
when, which, wheel, whisper, whale, whirl, whole,
whisk.

/ph/

/ph/ sounds like ‘f’
phonics, phone, dolphin, photo, elephant, alphabet.
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Examples on how to say and use in a word

/ew/

/ew/
crew, blew, screw, nephew, threw, stew, grew, flew,
drew, brew, few.

/oe/

/oe/ sounds like ‘ow’
toe, goes, tomatoes, Joe, heroes, dominoes.

/au/

/au/ sounds like ‘or’
launch, August, Paul, author, haul, haunted.

/ey/

/ey/
donkey, jockey, turkey, trolley, honey, money.

/a_e/

/a_e/ sounds like ‘ay’ or ‘ai’
shake, inflate, invade, blame, take, amaze.

/e_e/

/e_e/ sounds like ‘ee’
complete, extreme, scene, delete, these, even.

/i_e/

/i_e/ sounds like ‘I’
shine, slide, prize, nice, inside, invite.

/o_e/

/o_e/ sounds like ‘oa’
whole, hole, explode, alone, clone, tone, those.

/u_e/

/u_e/ sounds like ‘oo’
prune, glute, cube, tube, rude, flute, June.
4.
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5.

Phases

Tricky words

Phase 2

the, to, no, I, go, into.

Phase 3

he, she, we, me, be, was, my,
you, they, all, are.

Phase 4

said, have, like, so, do, some,
come, were, there, little, one,
when, out, what.

Phase 5

oh, their, people, Mr, Mrs,
looked, called, asked, could,
water, where, who, again,
thought, throughout, work,
mouse, many, laughed,
because, different, any,
eyes, friends, once, please.

.
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because
fright
even
any
child
children
undo
goal
toe
goes
many
see
sea
won
one
beautiful
pretty
kind
Mr
Mrs
Christmas
who
whole
clothes
busy

people
water
again
parents
huge
by
my
why
go
half
money
could
should
would
father
fast
find
kind
mind
behind
wild
child
every
great
break

steak
eye
old
cold
gold
hold
told
both
cry
fly
reply
July
be
bee
October
prove
improve
every
body
after
plant
bath
class
fast
edge

6.
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bridge
all
ball
called
here
hear
bare
bear
sea
see
November
sadness
phone
apple
little
medal
pencil
badly
careful
useless
enjoyment
when
where
squash
7.

want
through
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
can’t
didn’t
it’s
I’ll
door
floor
poor
January
February
eleven
twelve
thirteen

fourteen
August
cried
March
April
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
write
May
June
nineteen
twenty
two
to
December
September
My sister’s coat
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Punctuation

Definition/Example

Capital letters need to be used at the
Capital letter start of a sentence.
I have a pet dog.

Full stop
.

Full stops are used at the end of a
sentence.
I had eggs for breakfast.

Question
mark
?

Question marks are use at the end of a
question.
What did you have for breakfast?

Exclamation
mark

!
Comma
,

Exclamation marks are used when
something is a shock, surprising or
forceful.
Give me your pen now!
Commas separate parts of a sentence
or a list.
Can I please have tea, a sandwich and a
packet of crisps?

8.
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Word/Phrase

Noun

A noun is a name for a person, object or place.
I have an uncle named Bob.

Verb

A verb is a doing word or an action word.
I told a joke and my friend laughed.

Adverb

An adverb describes a noun.
Mike walked slowly into the dark room.

Adjective

An adjective is a describing word.
Sally strolled through the beautiful, green field.

Pronoun

A pronoun replaces a noun.
He, she, her, his, my, we, us, they.

Root Word

9.

Definition/Example

A root word is a word without any prefixes or
suffixes. It just stands on its own.
happy do fix

Suffix

A suffix can be added to the end of a root word
to change the meaning. Sometimes it can change
the spelling of the root word.
happier doing fixes

Prefix

A prefix can be added to the start of a root word.
Unhappy redo

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Comprehension

Skill

How do I answer the question?

Word Meaning
Questions

These questions will ask you to explain
what words mean in a sentence. You need
to read around the word to find the
meaning.

Retrieval
Questions

You will need to find key facts and details
from a text.

Summary
Questions

These questions will ask you to rewrite the
main points from the text or paragraph to
make it smaller and straight to the point.

Inference
Questions

You will need to find clues in the text
about how someone might be feeling or
why something is happening.

Prediction
Questions

You will need to work out what might
happen next using clues from the text.

Compare,
Contrast and
Comment
Questions

These questions will ask you to discuss the
text and compare events and characters.

Author Choice
Questions

You will need to talk about the
vocabulary and words used in a text and
why the author chose them. You may also
need to explain how the words have been
used to add meaning to the text.
10.
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Zeraffa Giraffa
This is the astonishing true story of Zeraffa, a giraffe who was sent as a gift
from Egypt to France in 1826.
Captured on the plains of Africa, Zeraffa is too young to walk at first. Instead,
she is transported tied on to the side of a camel. A young boy, Atir, takes care
of Zeraffa on her epic journey and the sailors sing songs as she gazes down at
them. In France, Atir leads her through the countryside, and thousands of people
marvel at Zeraffa. Paris falls in love with Zeraffa. The King builds her a special
house in the Jardin des Plantes. On warm nights, the young princess visits, while
Atir whispers stories to Zeraffa of a hot land far away.
Useful Vocabulary
Plains of Africa

Large flat piece of land.

Acacias

A plant.

River Nile

The longest river in Africa.

Felucca

A wooden sailing boat.

Haboob

A dust storm.

Amulet

A piece of jewellery which protects you
from danger.

Waxed taffeta

A type of material.

Vineyards

Where fruit is grown to be made into wine.

Rotunda
Mosaic
11.

A round building, sometimes with a dome
on top.
A picture or pattern made using pieces of
glass, pottery or tile.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Maths

100 Square

12.
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Times Tables – Practise these as much as you can!
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

3

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

33

36

4

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

32

36

40

44

48

5

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

6

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

72

7

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

70

77

84

8

8

16

24

32

40

48

56

64

72

80

88

96

9

9

18

27

36

45

54

63

72

81

90

99

108

10

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

11

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

110

121

132

12

12

24

36

48

60

72

84

96

108

120

132

144

The position of a digit, which tells us
what the digit represents.

Place Value
Millions

Hundred
Thousands

Ten
Thousands

Thousands

Hundreds

Tens

.

Tenths

3

5

1

4

9

.

3

Hundredths

Thousandths

This number is three hundred and fifty one thousand, four hundred and eighty
nine and three tenths.
Conversion Charts

13.

Unit

Equivalent To

1 centimetre
1 metre
1 kilogram
1 pound
1 minute
1 hour

10 millimetres
100 centimetres
1000 grams
100 pence
60 seconds
60 minutes
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Key Term

Definition/Examples

Prime Numbers

Prime numbers are integers that have two distinct factors:
1 and the prime number itself.
E.g. 2, 3, 5, 7 , 11, 13 ,17, 19, 23, 29, 31…

Multiples

Multiple = factor x factor.
E.g. Multiples of 4 are: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36,
40…
3 x 5 = 15
Factor pair: a pair of integers (whole numbers), whose
product give another integer. E.g. 3 and 5 are a factor
pair for 15.

Factors

15 ÷ 3 = 5
A factor/divisor is an integer that divides exactly into a
whole number. E.g. 3 is a factor of 15, and also 5 is a
factor of 15.
Lowest Common Multiple
(LCM)

The Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of a set of numbers
is the lowest number that is a multiple of all the numbers.

Highest Common Factor
(HCF)

The Highest Common Factor (HCF) of a set of numbers is
the highest number that is a factor of all the numbers.

Square Numbers

A square number is the result of an integer multiplied by
itself (squared). This can be shown using index notation or
power form. E.g. 1 x 1 = 1² = 1
2 x 2 = 2² = 4
3 x 3 = 3² = 9

Cube Numbers

A cube number is the result of an integer been multiplied
by itself 3 times (cubed).
E.g. 4 x 4 x 4 = 4³ = 64
5 x 5 x 5 = 5³ = 125
14.
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Key Term

Definition/Examples

Any number can be broken down into the product of
its prime factors using a factor tree.
Remember: 1 is not a prime number so cannot be a
prime factor.
Prime Factorisation

“Express 25 as a product of its prime factors.”
“Write 27 as a product of powers of its prime
factors.”
“Show the prime factor decomposition for 105.”
“Show the prime factorisation for 110.”

15.
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Key Word

Definition

Rock Cycle

The sequence of processes where rocks change from one type to another.

Weathering

The wearing down of rock by physical, chemical or biological processes.

Transportation

Movement of rock by water, ice or wind.

Minerals

Chemicals from which rocks are made.

Sedimentary
Rocks

Created from layers of sediment and which can contain fossils. Examples are
limestone, chalk and sandstone.

Igneous Rocks

Created from cooled magma with minerals arranged in crystals. Examples are
granite, basalt and obsidian.

Metamorphic
Rocks

Created from existing rocks exposed to high head and pressure over a long
time. Examples are marble, slate and schist.

Extrusive

Igneous rock that cooled on the Earth’s surface. Made from small crystals.

Intrusive

Igneous rock that cooled underneath the Earth’s surface. Made from large
crystals.

Incident Ray

The incoming ray of light.

Reflected Ray

The outgoing ray of light.

Angle of
Reflection

Angle between the normal line and the reflected ray.

Angle of
Incidence

Angle between the normal line and the incident ray.

Normal Line

The line drawn at a right angle to the surface. We measure all angles from this
line.

Refraction

Change in direction and speed of light as it travels from one material into
another.

Absorption

When energy is transferred from light to a material.

Scattering

When light bounces off an object in all directions.

16.
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Key Word

Definition

Transparent

A material that allows all light to pass through it.

Translucent

A material that allows some light to pass through it.

Opaque

A material that allows no light to pass through it.

Retina

Layer at the back of the eye with light detecting cells. Where an image is
formed by the eye.

Pupil

Small hole at the front of the eye through which light can enter the eye.

Lens

Refracts the light entering the eye to focus it onto the retina.

Optic Nerve

Carries electrical signals from the retina to the brain so that the image can be
interpreted.

Sclera

Tough outer coating of the eyeball.

Reflection
Sound waves and light waves reflect from surfaces. Remember
that they behave just like water waves in a ripple tank. The
angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection.
Smooth surfaces reflect light in an ordered pattern; rough
surfaces scatter light in all directions. However, each tiny bit of
the surface still follows the rule that the angle of incidence
equals the angle of reflection.

Refraction
As light passes between materials of different densities, it slows
down (or speeds up). If the light is entering the material at an
angle then it will change direction. This is called refraction.
If the light is slowing down then it will bend towards the normal
line. If it is speeding up then it will bend away from the normal
line.

17.
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The Eye
Light enters the eye through the pupil and is refracted by the cornea and the lens to focus it onto the
retina.
The retina detects the light and forms an image. This is then sent to the brain via the optic nerve.

The Rock Cycle
The Rock Cycle is the continuous changing of rocks from one type to another over very long time periods.
Rocks on the surface are weathered and eroded into smaller pieces. These are then transported via rivers
where they are deposited and build up in layers. These sediments are compacted and cemented together
to form sedimentary rocks. Under immense heat and pressure they change into metamorphic rocks. If the
rocks melt, they form magma. As the magma cools, it turns into igneous rock again.

18.
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Hooke’s Law
Hooke’s Law - the extension in a solid is proportional (increases at the same rate) to the applied force
until the solid reaches its elastic limit. When it reaches its elastic limit the solid will deform (break).
The solid could be a string and the force acting on the string could be a weight. If we double to
weight the extension also double. If it triples so does the extension and so on.
The spring is at equilibrium when there is no additional force acting on it.
You know an object has deformed when it will no longer return to its original shape or form.

19.
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The Periodic Table

20.

Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?

Continent Focus - Europe

Lesson 1 - What is Geography?
What is Geography?
“Geography is the study of the
Earth’s landscapes, people, places
and environments. It is, quite simply,
the study of the world we live in.”
Geography is part of your
everyday life; you use it every day
without even realising.

Types of Geography
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY - The
human impact of people on
earth.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY - The
natural world without people.
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY Human interaction with nature.

Continents & Oceans

Key
terminology

Definition

Human
geography

Studies the effects of our
activities on the planet
and what living in our
environments on the lives
and activities of the
people means, such as
why people move from
villages into towns.

Physical
geography

Examines the nature and
environment and with it,
natural hazards and their
effects for example what
happens when a volcano
erupts.

Continent

One of Earth's seven
main divisions of land.

ARCTIC OCEAN

EUROPE

ASIA

NORTH
AMERICA

ATLANTI
C
OCEAN
PACIFIC
OCEAN

PACIFIC
OCEAN

AFRICA

INDIAN OCEAN

SOUTH
AMERICA

OCEANIA

Ocean

A very large expanse of
sea, there are 5 main
oceans in the world.

Country

Land that is controlled by
a single government.

Relief

A term used to describe
the shape of the land,
including the height and
steepness.

OCEANIA

SOUTHERN OCEAN

ANTARCTICA

COMPASS POINTS

THE UK

A line on a map joining
points of equal height
Contour lines
(above or below sea
level).

North
Scotland

East

West

Northern
Ireland

Longitude

Longitude is measured
by imaginary lines that
run around the Earth
vertically (up and down)
and meet at the North
and South Poles.

Latitude

Latitude is measured by
imaginary lines that run
around the Earth
horizontally. It is the
measurement of distance
north or south of the
Equator.

Wales
England

South

Types of Map
PHYSICAL MAPS - these show topography/relief (shape of the land)
and other physical features such as rivers and lakes.
POLITICAL MAPS - these show country borders, cities, transport links etc.
THEMATIC MAPS - these show information such as climate data,
agriculture types etc.
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Key

These are included with
maps to show you what
all the symbols on the
map mean.

Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?
Lesson 2 - How Can We Describe the Locations of Places Around the World?

Continent
Focus - South
America

Northings

FOUR-FIGURE GRID REFERENCES
Along the edges of the map there are numbers. These numbers
help you work out where a location is on a map. Northings are
numbers that go from bottom to top, Eastings go from left to right.

Eastings

The first two
numbers give
the eastings.

32

26

The second two
numbers give the
northings.

Remember… eastings then northings!
Along the corridor and up the stairs!
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE
The globe can be broken up into
sections so that we can find and locate
places.
The main lines of latitude are:
The equator - 0 degrees
Tropic of Cancer - 23.5 degrees N
Tropic of Capricorn - 23.5 degrees S

Unlike grid lines where we go along the corridor and up the stairs, here we go UP and ACROSS.
LONGITUDE - Long lines - up and down.
LATITUDE - Flat lines - Flat-itude.
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Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?
Lesson 3 - How Can I Find Places On a Map Using Six- Figure Grid References?
SIX-FIGURE GRID REFERENCES
Having worked out the basic four-figure grid reference, for example,
square 3 below, imagine this square is further divided up into tenths.
Using the example opposite, the grey box is in the square 1844. more
accurately it is 7 tenths across and 8 tenths up within grid square
1844, and therefore has the six-figure grid reference of 187,448.

Continent
Focus Africa

The shapes on the diagram would have the following six-figure grid
reference.
= 187,448

= 185,443

MAP SYMBOLS
Symbols are useful for lots of reasons, including: space saving on a
map, multi-lingual, saves time and clear.
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Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe

Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?
Lesson 4 - How is Height Represented on Maps?
HEIGHT & RELIEF
RELIEF - the difference between the highest and lowest heights of
an area.
TOPGRAPHY - the surface features of the Earth like hills and
mountains.
LAYER SHADING

Areasvof
different heights
are shown using
different colours.
A key is used to
show how high
the land is.

SPOT HEIGHTS

The exact height
v
of a place
above the
ground is
measured and
written onto a
map.

CONTOUR LINES

Continent
Focus North
America

Contour lines are
lines on a map
which join up places
of the same height.
Everywhere along a
contour line is the
same height.

Contours and height on maps
When contours are close together, the land is steep:

The further apart the contours, the gentler the slope:

Mount St. Helens - Before the eruption

Contours in this formation indicate a hill:

Mount St. Helens - After the eruption
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Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?
Lesson 5 - How Can We Measure Distance On a Map?
SCALE & DISTANCE
Distance - the size of the gap between 2 places
Scale - the relationship between the distance on a map and the
distance on the ground.

OS maps have a scale. On smaller maps , 1cm = 250m in real life.
On some larger maps, 1cm = 500m in real life. Different maps might
have different scales, so check your map to find out the scale!

Continent Focus - Antarctica

WORD SCALE

LINE SCALE

1cm on the map represents
3km on the ground. (1cm =
3km)
MEASURING DISTANCE
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Measure the distance using a piece of string or paper
If the distance is curved carefully hold down the string or paper
to measure this
Lay the string on the scale to work out the distance in real life if
this is not possible see the calculating distance from scale box.

CALCULATING DISTANCE FROM SCALE
Measure your distance using a ruler or string.
If you used a bit of string, measure the string to get a distance in
cm.
Now, you need to multiply that distance by the map scale, and
convert that to meters or kilometres.
Examples:1: 8.5cm measured on a 1: 25,000 OS Explorer map

Multiply distance by scale:
8.5cm x 25,000 =

215,500cm

Convert to meters:
212,500/100 =

2,125m

Convert to km:
2,125/1000 =

2,125km

Antarctica’s ice shelf

Antarctica’s mountain scenery

Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?
Lesson 6 - How Can We Use Geographical Skills to Describe Locations?
Continent Focus Asia

Ganges River Facts:
• Location: India and Bangladesh.
• Total Length: 1,680 miles.
• Maximum Depth: 100+ feet.
• The Ganges River flows through two countries in Asia
and they are India and Bangladesh.
• The Ganges River starts from the Gangotri Glacier in
Uttarkashi District, Uttarakhand, India, Asia.
• Some of the tributaries of the Ganges River are Burhi
Gandak, Gandaki Koshi, Ghaghara, Gomti,
Mahananda, Punpun, Ramganga, Son, Tamsa and
Yamuna.
• The Ganges River ends when it flows into the Bay of
Bengal, Indian Ocean.
• The Ganges River is the longest river in India.
• The Ganges River is the 4th longest river in Bangladesh.
• The Ganges River is the 35th longest river in the world.
• The Ganges River is home to many different species of
fish, amphibians, reptiles and mammals.
• There are an estimated 140 fish species and 90
amphibian species in the Ganges River.
• The severe pollution levels are a threat to all the
animals living in and around the Ganges River.
• There are an estimated 400 million people living near
the Ganges River.

The River Ganges from above

The River Ganges
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Quest for Knowledge - Assessment Cycle Two - Geography
Where in the World?
Lesson 9 - How Can We Create Sketch Maps?
Great Barrier Reef Facts & Figures:
• The Great Barrier Reef is classed as the single largest
living organism in the world, spanning a total distance
of over 2300km from the Torres Strait in the North to
Bundaberg in the South.
• The Great Barrier Reef is comprised of over 900
individual islands.
• Over 1500 species of tropical fish, 400 different
types of Coral, 200 types of birds and 20 types of
reptiles are just some of the lifeforms which inhabit the
reef.
• The Great Barrier Reef is one of the few Australian
features that can be seen from space.
• The Great Barrier Reef is a UNESCO World Heritage
area and listed as one of the “Seven Natural Wonders
of the World”.
• The Great Barrier Reef covers an overall area that is
larger than the size of Italy.
• The Great Barrier Reef draws over a million
international visitors each year.
• In terms of the Australian economy, the Great Barrier
Reef alone generates over 6 billion dollars worth of
revenue per year.
• The depth of the reef ranges from depths of 35
metres inshore to depths of 2000 metres on the outer
reef.
• Around 10 percent of the world’s total fish species can
be found just within the Great Barrier Reef.
• The coral of the Great Barrier Reef has gradually
been destroyed in recent years by a pest known as the
Crown of Thorns Seastar, a marine organism that eats
Coral Polyps.
• The Great Barrier reef is the largest reef in the world.
• The Great Barrier Reef is the size of about 70 million
football fields!
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The Great Barrier Reef from above

Giant Grouper Fish

Continent Focus - Oceania

The Great Barrier Reef

The name ‘Q3’ represents three high ideals:
To seek that which is good.
To seek that which is right.
To seek that which is true.
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